APPROVAL SHEET

Date Received by Admin: ______________________

TITLE OF PROJECT: Bear teeth for cementum aging

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: Sole source to age bear teeth

ESTIMATED COST: $37,651.50

SOURCE OF FUNDING: grant

(GAME COMMISSION, FEDERAL FUNDS OR OTHER)

PLEASE SIGN AND DATE:

CONTACT APPROVAL (PROJECT MGR): Emily Carrollo

BUR/REG. DIRECTOR: ______________________

DATE RECEIVED BY PROCUREMENT: ______________________

ADMIN DIR. APPROVAL: ______________________ Exec. ______________________

BUDGET APPROVAL: ______________________

EXECUTIVE OFFICE APPROVAL: ______________________

DATE CONTRACT CREATED: ______________________

CODING: FUND BUDGET PERIOD COST CENTER INTERNAL ORDER GENERAL LEDGER
2003900000 2021 2324014000 M30077623600 6343117

OPTION to Renew for 6 years 3/30/2021